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Superman Red Son
Superman: Red Son is a three-issue prestige format comic book mini-series published by DC Comics that was released under their Elseworlds imprint in 2003. Author Mark Millar created the comic with the premise "What if Superman had been raised in the Soviet Union?"It received critical acclaim and was nominated for the 2004 Eisner Award for best limited series.
Superman: Red Son (film) - Wikipedia
Synopsis Red Son Rising. The first part starts in the 1950s, and sets up the board and the pieces. The world is nearly identical to our own to begin with, but starts diverging rapidly as the Soviet Union unveils its newest asset, Superman, upsetting the Cold War and turning the nuclear arms race into a super-being arms race.
Superman: Red Son (Video 2020) - IMDb
Superman: Red Son MFV (Blu-ray) When Krypton’s last son crash-lands in Cold War-era Russia instead of rural Kansas, an alternate reality unfolds in this DC Elseworlds adventure. Here, we find Superman spearheading a Communist campaign to advance the ideologies of the Soviet state. Meanwhile, across the Atlantic, brilliant American scientist ...
Superman: Red Son | Official Trailer (2020) - YouTube
Superman: Red Son HD IMDB: 6.4 Set in the thick of the Cold War, Red Son introduces us to a Superman who landed in the USSR during the 1950s and grows up to become a Soviet symbol that fights for the preservation of Stalin’s brand of communism.
DC Multiverse - Red Son Superman, The Drowned, Damian ...
The Superman: Red Son series, and subsequent DC Universe animated film, takes place in an alternate reality where the spaceship bearing the last survivor of Krypton crash lands – not in rural ...
Batman vs. Superman | Superman: Red Son - YouTube
Superman Collectibles. It doesn't take X-ray vision to tell Sideshow has got all your Superman collection needs right here. Not just Superman figures anymore, Lois! Buy Superman art prints, statues, books, designer toys, watches and more. Don't forget to check out all of Superman's DC Comics posse too.
Comics | DC
Flashpoint Superman appears once more in the pages of Convergence: Superman by Dan Jurgens, Lee Weeks, and Brad Anderson. His love for Lois as strong as ever, he delivers the pre-Flashpoint Lois Lane to Thomas Wayne as she’s going into labor with her son, the future Superboy, Jon Kent. While the Flashpoint drastically altered Clark Kent’s reality, it couldn’t manage to change who he was ...
Superman | DC
Superman: Red & Blue #1 (of 6), featuring 40 pages of stories by Marguerite Bennett, Wes Craig, Dani, Brandon Easton, Clayton Henry, Steve Lieber, John Ridley, Jill Thompson and Dan Watters ...
Superman Homepage – Everything you ever wanted to know ...
Superman: Red Son: Baby Kal-El lands in the Soviet Union instead of Kansas. Superman: Secret Identity: A very different spin on the mythos, which is technically not about the Superman. Superman: Speeding Bullets: Kal-El’s rocketship lands in Gotham rather than Smallville, and is found and raised by Thomas and Martha Wayne. When they are ...
Superman Voices - Behind The Voice Actors
Superman: Red Son. 2019 | NR | CC. 4.4 out of 5 stars 4,089. Prime Video From $3.99 $ 3. 99 to rent. From $7.99 to buy. Starring: Jason Isaacs , Diedrich Bader , Amy Acker and Sasha Roiz Directed by: Sam Liu Marvel's The Avengers. 2012 | PG-13 | CC. 4.8 out of 5 stars 24,607. Prime Video
Superman - CBR
Kryptonite is a fictional substance from the Superman comic book series (and subsequent related media). The material, usually shown as having been created from the remains of Superman's native planet of Krypton, generally has detrimental effects on Superman and any other Kryptonian exposed to it. The name "kryptonite" covers a variety of forms of the substance, but usually refers to the most ...
Superman Biography and Superman Facts - SuperHeroStuff
But all of Superman returned when Bryan Singer’s 2006 film, Superman Returns brought the Last Son of Krypton back to the cinemas for the first time in nearly two decades. Serving as a kind of ...
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